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T
here are two broad classes of sticky-price models that have become
popular in recent years. In the ﬁrst class, prices adjust infrequently by
assumption(so-calledtime-dependentmodels)andinthesecondclass
prices adjust infrequently because there is assumed to be a ﬁxed cost of price
adjustment (so-called state-dependent models). In both types of models it is
common to assume that there are many goods, each produced with identical
technologies. Consumers have a preference for variety, but their preferences
treat all goods symmetrically. These assumptions mean that it is efﬁcient
for all goods to be produced in the same quantities. For that to happen, all
goods must sell for the same price at any point in time. Assuming that price
adjustment is staggered (as opposed to synchronized), the prices of all goods
must be constant over time in order for all goods to be produced in the same
quantities. If the aggregate price level were changing over time—even at a
constant rate—then with staggered price adjustment prices would necessarily
differ across goods.
If there are multiple sectors that possess changing relative technologies
or that face changing relative demand conditions (because consumers’prefer-
ences are changing across goods), then in general it will no longer be efﬁcient
to produce all the goods in the same quantities. Equating marginal rates of
transformation to marginal rates of substitution may require relative prices to
change over time. These efﬁcient changes in relative prices across sectors
require nominal prices to change within sectors. With frictions in nominal
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price adjustment, nominal price changes bring with them costly misalloca-
tions within (and perhaps across) sectors.1
In the circumstances just described, where efﬁciency across sectors re-
quires nominal price changes within a sector or sectors, a zero inﬂation rate
for the consumption price index may no longer be the optimal prescription for
monetary policy in the presence of sticky prices. Which inﬂation rate results
in the smallest distortions from price stickiness depends on the details of the
environment: chieﬂy, the rates of relative price change across sectors and the
degree of price stickiness in each sector. To cite an extreme example, suppose
there are two sectors with different average rates of productivity growth. Sup-
pose further that the sector with low productivity growth (increasing relative
price) has sticky prices, whereas the sector with high productivity growth has
ﬂexible prices. Then it would be optimal to have deﬂation overall. Deﬂation
would allow the desired relative price increase to occur with zero nominal
price changes for the sticky-price goods and, thus, with no misallocation from
the nominal frictions.
The principles for optimal monetary policy I have discussed thus far in-
volve only frictions associated with nominal price adjustment. In reality,
monetary policy must balance other frictions as well. As the literature on the
Friedman rule emphasizes, the fact that money is nearly costless to produce
means that it is socially optimal for individuals to face nearly zero private
costsofholdingmoney. Thisrequiresanear-zeronominalinterestrate, which
corresponds to moderate deﬂation. Other frictions are less well understood,
but may be just as important. Many central banks have mandates to achieve
price stability, and the fact that my models do not necessarily support this
objective does not mean it is misguided; that is, my models may still be lack-
ing. The message of this paper is not that monetary policy should deviate
from zero inﬂation in order to minimize distortions associated with nominal
price adjustment. Rather, it is that in the presence of fundamental relative
price changes and nominal price adjustment frictions, there is no monetary
policy—zero inﬂation or otherwise—that can render those frictions costless.
Section 1 works through the optimality of price stability in a benchmark
one-sector model. Section 2 describes a two-sector model where a trend in
relative productivities means that all prices cannot be stabilized. In Section 2
I also display U.S. data for broad categories of consumption, which display
trends in relative prices. The data show that even on average, it is not possible
to stabilize all nominal prices; trends in relative prices mean that if the price
of one category of consumption goods is stabilized then prices for the other
categories must have a trend. Furthermore, relative price trends in the United
1 These statements are qualitative ones. Unless monetary policy is extremely volatile or gen-
erates very large inﬂation or deﬂation, most current models attribute relatively small welfare costs
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States have been rather large; since 1947, the price of the services component
of personal consumption expenditures has risen by a factor of ﬁve relative to
the price of the durable goods component. Sections 3 and 4 provide a brief
review of existing literature on relative price variation and monetary policy.
In contrast to the material in Section 2, the existing literature has concentrated
on random ﬂuctuations in relative prices around a steady state where relative
prices are constant. Section 3 reviews the literature on cyclical variation in
relative prices, and Section 4 summarizes related work on wages (a form of
relative price) and prices across locations. Section 5 concludes.
1. OPTIMALITY OF PRICE STABILITY INA ONE-SECTOR
MODEL
Here I formalize the explanation for how price stability eliminates the distor-
tions associated with price stickiness in a one-sector model. Suppose there
are a large number of goods, speciﬁcally a continuum of goods indexed by
z ∈ [0,1], and suppose that consumers’utility from consuming ct (z) of each
good is given by ct, where that utility is determined by the following aggre-
gator function:
ct =





where ε is the elasticity of substitution in consumption between different
goods. Suppose that each good is produced with a technology that uses only
labor input, and that one unit of the consumption good can be produced with
1/at units of labor input:
ct (z) = atnt (z), for z ∈ [0,1]. (2)
Thus, at is a productivity factor common to all goods. I assume that at is
exogenous. In particular, monetary policy has no effect on at. Finally, there
is a constraint on the total quantity of labor input:2
  1
0
nt(z) ≤ Nt. (3)
Withoutspecifyinganythingaboutthestructureofmarketsorprice-setting
behavior, I can discuss efﬁcient production of consumption goods in this
model. Efﬁciency dictates that the marginal rate of substitution in consump-
tion be equated to the marginal rate of transformation in production. That
is, the rate at which consumers trade off goods according to their preferences
2 In models with inelastic labor supply, Nt would be a constant equal to the time endowment.
Otherwise, Nt would be equal to the difference between the time endowment and the endogenous
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(representedby[1])shouldbeequaltotherateatwhichthetechnology(repre-
sented by [2]) allows goods to be traded off against one another in production.
Fortheaggregatorfunctionin(1),consumers’marginalrateofsubstitution
between any two goods, ct (z0) and ct (z1),i sg i v e nb y









For the simple linear technology in (2), the marginal rate of transformation
between any two goods indexed by z0 and z1 is unity: Reducing the labor
used in the production of z0 by one unit yields a 1/at unit reduction in ct (z0),
and transferring that labor to the production of z1 yields an identical 1/at unit
increase in ct (z1). Given my assumptions about consumers’preferences and
thetechnologyforproducinggoods, equatingthemarginalrateofsubstitution
to the marginal rate of transformation requires that each good, z, be produced
in the same quantity. Only then can it be the case that
(ct (z0)/ct (z1))
−1/ε = 1 (5)
for all z0,z 1 ∈ [0,1].
At this point I know that efﬁciency requires all goods be produced in the
same quantity. Under what conditions are the allocations in sticky-price mod-
elsefﬁcient? Astandardassumptioninsticky-pricemodels,andanassumption
I will make here, is that each individual good is produced by a separate mo-
nopolist. Because the Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator function (1) means that each
good has many close substitutes, monopoly production of each good leads to
an overall market structure known as monopolistic competition.







where Pt is the price index for the consumption basket and is given by
Pt =





The demand curve and the price index can be derived from the consumer’s
problem of choosing consumption of individual goods in order to minimize
the cost of one unit of the consumption basket (see, for example, Wolman
1999).
From the demand functions and the efﬁciency condition, it is clear that
efﬁciency requires all goods to have the same price. If price adjustment is
infrequent(i.e., ifpricesaresticky)andifpriceadjustmentisstaggeredacross
ﬁrms, then all goods can have the same price only if the aggregate price
level is constant. If the price level varied over time, then changes in the
price level would occur with only some ﬁrms adjusting their price, which
would be inconsistent with all ﬁrms charging the same price. In somewhatA. L. Wolman: Relative Prices and Monetary Policy 223
simpliﬁed form, this is the reasoning behind optimality of price stability in
sticky-pricemodels(see,forexample,GoodfriendandKing1997,Rotemberg
and Woodford 1997, and King and Wolman 1999).
2. TREND VARIATION IN RELATIVE PRICES
The model sketched in the previous section is a useful benchmark, but it is
obviously unrealistic to suppose that the consumption goods valued by house-
holds are all “identical” in the sense of entering preferences symmetrically
(1) and being produced with identical technologies (2). Departing from that
benchmark, research on monetary policy in multisector sticky-price models
has concentrated on the extent to which cyclical ﬂuctuations in the determi-
nantsofrelativepricesinterferewiththeabilityofmonetarypolicytoeliminate
sticky-price distortions on a period-by-period basis, and the related question
ofwhetheroverallpricestabilityremainsoptimalinsuchenvironments. How-
ever, more fundamental is the question of whether a trend in relative prices
affects the ability of monetary policy to eliminate distortions even in steady
state, andtherelatedquestionofwhetherpricestabilityisoptimalonaverage,
i.e., whether the optimal rate of inﬂation is zero. I consider these questions in
Wolman (2008) and I draw on that analysis in what follows, emphasizing the
former question (Can distortions be eliminated in a steady state?).
Theory
In contrast to the one-sector framework, suppose that consumers have Cobb-
Douglas preferences over two composite goods, and that each of those
composites has the characteristics of the single consumption aggregate (ct)
in the previous section. Here, ct will denote the overall consumption basket
comprised of the two types of goods, and c1,t and c2,t will denote the sec-






and the sectoral baskets are
ck,t =




, for k = 1,2. (9)
As before, ε is the elasticity of substitution between individual goods within
a sector. The elasticity of substitution across sectors is unity, and the sectoral
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Technology for producing individual goods is the same as above,
ck,t (z) = ak,tnk,t (z), for k = 1,2, (11)
except that now I allow for different levels of productivity (ak,t) in the two
sectors. Again, productivity is exogenous, or unaffected by monetary policy.
Quantities and efﬁciency
I can analyze efﬁciency just as I did in the one-sector model. However, here
there are two dimensions of efﬁciency to be concerned with: efﬁciency within
sectors and efﬁciency across sectors. Within either sector, the analysis is
identical to that in the one-sector model. Efﬁciency within a sector requires
equal production of each good,
 
ck,t (z0)/ck,t (z1)
 −1/ε = 1 for z0,z 1 ∈ [0,1], for k = 1,2, (12)
because of symmetry in preferences and identical technologies. Across sec-
tors, the marginal rate of substitution is
mrs
 















for z0,z 1 ∈ [0,1],
and the marginal rate of transformation is
mrt
 







, for z0,z 1 ∈ [0,1]. (14)
Note that in order for efﬁciency to hold across sectors, it must hold within
sectors; if within-sector efﬁciency does not hold, then from (12) the marginal
rate of substitution varies across combinations of z0,z 1. With the marginal
rate of transformation independent of z (from [14]), it is not possible for the
marginal rate of substitution to be equated to the marginal rate of transforma-
tion for all combinations of z0,z 1 unless there is efﬁciency within each sector.
Efﬁciency within and across sectors then holds if and only if













The former condition states that quantities must be identical for all goods
within a sector. The latter condition states that the ratio of sectoral consump-
tions should be proportional to the ratio of sectoral productivities; thus, if the
ratio of sectoral productivities changes over time, then the ratio of sectoral
consumptions must change in order to maintain efﬁciency.A. L. Wolman: Relative Prices and Monetary Policy 225
Prices and efﬁciency
As in the one-sector model, in order to determine the conditions under which
efﬁciency holds I need to specify market structure and pricing behavior. I
make analogous assumptions to the one-sector model, namely that individual
goods are produced by monopolists, which implies monopolistic competition
among producers.








where Pk,t is the price index for the sector k consumption basket,
Pk,t =



















These demand functions, as well as the overall price index in the two-sector
model (Pt), are derived from the consumer’s problem of choosing sectoral
consumption in order to minimize the cost of one unit of the consumption










Note from (19) and (20) that the share of consumption spending (expenditure
share) going to sector one (sector two) is constant and equal to ν (equal to
1 − ν).
From the demand curves for individual goods (17) and the within-sector
efﬁciency condition (15), it is again clear that efﬁciency requires all goods
within a sector to have the same price:
Pk,t (z0) = Pk,t (z1) for z0,z 1 ∈ [0,1], for k = 1,2. (22)
Across sectors, because efﬁciency requires relative consumptions to move
with relative productivities, sectoral relative prices must vary with relative
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Working now in terms of prices instead of quantities, conditions (22) and (23)
are necessary and sufﬁcient for efﬁciency.
EarlierIstatedthatproductivityineachsectorwasexogenous. NowIwill
make the further assumption that there is a trend in the growth rate of sector
one’s productivity relative to sector two’s productivity:
a1,t
a2,t
= (1 + γ)
t ,t= 0,1,2,...,γ > 1, (24)





= (1 + γ)
t ; (25)
efﬁciency requires the price of sector two’s composite good to rise over time
relative to the price of sector one’s composite good. The requirement that
there be a trend in the relative price P2,t/P1,t could be satisﬁed with a variety
of different combinations of nominal price behavior for P2,t and P1,t, but each
of those combinations involves at least one nominal price having a nonzero
rate of change. In other words, when there is a trend in relative productivity
growth across the two sectors, some nominal prices must change in order
for efﬁciency to hold. But now there is a contradiction, because from the
requirement that prices be identical for all goods within a sector (22), I can
use the same reasoning as in the one-sector model of Section 1 to conclude
that efﬁciency with price stickiness requires zero price changes within each
sector. It is not possible to have both zero price changes within each sector
and a nonzero rate of price change in at least one sector.
Wolman(2008)showshowonecandeterminetheoptimalrateofinﬂation
inasticky-pricemodelthathasthefeaturesdescribedhere. Formypurpose, it
is enough to conclude that when there are different trend productivity growth
rates across sectors, price stickiness inevitably leads to some real distortions
that cannot be undone by monetary policy.
Measurement: Price Stickiness and Relative Price
Trends
It is one thing to make a theoretical argument showing that, given certain
assumptions, monetary policy cannot overcome the frictions associated with
pricestickiness. HereItakethenextstepandarguethatthoseconditionsseem
to exist in the United States. The conditions I discuss are, ﬁrst, that there is
some price stickiness (infrequent price adjustment), and second, that there are
trends in the relative prices of different categories of consumption goods.
Concerning infrequent price adjustment, a vast literature has arisen in re-
centyearsreportingonthebehaviorofthepricesoflargenumbersofindividualA. L. Wolman: Relative Prices and Monetary Policy 227
























































goods. The seminal paper in this literature is by Bils and Klenow (2004), who
study individual prices that serve as inputs into the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) Consumer Price Index computations. Although their
headline result is about price adjustment being more frequent than previous
studies had estimated, they show that there is substantial heterogeneity in the
frequency of price adjustment. The median price duration in their sample is
4.3months,butone-thirdofconsumptionexpenditureisongoodsandservices
with price durations greater than 6.8 months, and one-quarter is on goods and
services with price durations greater than 9 months.
In the model in Section 2, there were two sectors, and thus only one in-
dependent sectoral relative price. In contrast, the BLS compiles price indexes
for hundreds of categories of consumption goods. Thus, there are hundreds of
sectoral relative prices one could study. Here I will report on relative prices
fromhighlyaggregatedcategoriesofconsumption: durablegoods,nondurable
goods, and services. Price indexes for these categories are reported by the
UnitedStatesCommerceDepartment’sBureauofEconomicAnalysis. Figure
1 plots the price indexes for durables, nondurables, and services from 1947 to
2008. There are clear positive trends in the prices of services and nondurables
relative to durables. Since 1947, the price of nondurables relative to durables228 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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has risen by a factor of more than two, and the price of services relative to
durables has risen by a factor of more than ﬁve. With these trends in rela-
tive prices, it would not have been possible to stabilize the individual prices
of each consumption category. Figure 2 displays the counterfactual paths of
the price indexes from Figure 1 that are consistent with zero inﬂation in each
quarter, given the historical values for relative prices and expenditure shares;
stabilizing the overall price level would have required the nominal price of
durables to fall by almost 80 percent and the nominal price of services to rise
by almost 40 percent.3
Together,thepresenceofinfrequentindividualpriceadjustmentandtrends
in the relative prices of different consumption categories makes clear that
monetary policy cannot eliminate the frictions associated with nominal price
3 Figure 2 is constructed as follows: First, I normalize the levels of the sectoral price indexes
at one in the ﬁrst quarter of 1947. Then, for each subsequent quarter, I divide the gross rate of
sectoral price change for each sector by the expenditure share weighted average of the gross rates
of sectoral price changes (that is, I divide by the overall inﬂation rate). The resulting quotient for
each sector is the rate of change of the zero-inﬂation price indexes in Figure 2. By construction,
the expenditure share weighted average of the rates of price change for the zero-inﬂation sectoral
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adjustment. In other words, while monetary policy can stabilize an overall
price index, it cannot stabilize all individual prices. To the extent that indi-
vidual price adjustment is costly, either directly (state-dependent pricing) or
indirectly (time-dependent pricing), stability of individual prices is required
if nominal frictions are to be eliminated.
3. CYCLICAL VARIATION IN RELATIVE PRICES
Thus far I have concentrated on the limits to monetary policy when there is a
trend in the relative prices of goods with sticky nominal prices. In this setting
monetary policy cannot stabilize all nominal prices, even in the absence of
shocks. In contrast, most of the growing literature on relative prices and
monetary policy has focused on optimal stabilization. That is, the literature
has assumed that the optimal average inﬂation rate (the inﬂation target) is
zero—price stability—and then gone on to study how monetary policy should
make inﬂation behave in response to various shocks. A number of papers in
this literature have used multisector models to study cyclical analogues of the
kind of issues discussed in the previous section. I review some of them here.
The most inﬂuential early paper in this line of research is byAoki (2001).
In Aoki’s paper there are sector-speciﬁc productivity shocks that make it in-
feasible to stabilize all nominal prices. However, one of the two sectors in
Aoki’s model has ﬂexible prices. Thus, inability to stabilize all prices does
not prevent monetary policy from neutralizing nominal frictions. Optimal
monetarypolicyinvolvesstabilizingpricesinthesticky-pricesector, allowing
prices in the other sector to ﬂuctuate with relative productivity.
Subsequently, other authors have extended Aoki’s analysis to environ-
ments where price stickiness in both (or all) sectors means that monetary
policy cannot neutralize the nominal frictions. Huang and Liu (2005) study a
model with both intermediate and ﬁnal goods sectors, with price stickiness in
both sectors. As in Aoki’s paper, productivity shocks are sector-speciﬁc, but
they inevitably lead to distortions because of price stickiness in both sectors.
Huang and Liu emphasize that stabilizing consumer prices at the expense of
highly volatile producer prices can be quite costly; optimal monetary policy
should place nonnegligible weight on producer price inﬂation.
Like Huang and Liu, Erceg and Levin (2006) study a model with two
sticky-price sectors. Instead of intermediate and ﬁnal goods, the sectors pro-
duce durable and nondurable ﬁnal goods.4 As in Huang and Liu’s paper,
sector-speciﬁc productivity shocks ought to involve relative price changes,
and with price stickiness these relative price changes necessarily involve dis-
tortions. However, the presence of durable goods gives the model some
4 Erceg and Levin’s paper also includes wage stickiness, which I will discuss in the next
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additionalinterestingproperties. Ashocktogovernmentspending—anaggre-
gate shock—now also should involve relative price changes, because it raises
the real interest rate, making durable goods less attractive. With sticky prices
in both sectors, stabilizing prices in both sectors is infeasible in response to
a government spending shock. Thus, even an aggregate shock can inevitably
lead to nominal distortions in a multisector model.5
4. WAGESAND PRICESACROSS LOCATIONS
By now it should be clear that when individual goods prices are sticky, shocks
that optimally change the relative price across sectors inevitably restrict the
monetary authority’s ability to achieve efﬁcient allocations. Elements of this
reasoning also apply to wage stickiness and to prices across regions in a cur-
rency union.6
The labor market can be thought of as a sector, and if nominal prices in
that sector are sticky (i.e., if nominal wages are sticky) then aggregate shocks
that require real wage adjustment will lead to inefﬁciencies, even under opti-
mal monetary policy. Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000) work through the
details in a model with sticky wages and prices. Wage stickiness is introduced
in a similar manner to price stickiness: Firms must assemble a range of differ-
ent types of labor inputs, and the supplier of each input has monopoly power
and sets her wage only occasionally. In this framework, it is not optimal to
completely stabilize prices or wages, but in general higher welfare is achieved
by stabilizing wage inﬂation than by stabilizing price inﬂation. Wage disper-
sion has two costs in the model: it makes production less efﬁcient, and it is
disliked by households, who would prefer to spread their labor input evenly
over all ﬁrms. Price dispersion has only the analogue to the ﬁrst cost (that is,
it makes consumption of the aggregate good less efﬁcient), and this helps to
explain why wage inﬂation takes priority over price inﬂation. Another factor
that works toward stabilizing wage inﬂation is that the productive inefﬁciency
from wage dispersion affects each intermediate good and feeds through into
inefﬁcient production of ﬁnal goods. In contrast, price dispersion leads only
to inefﬁcient production of ﬁnal goods.7
Amano et al. (2007) use a model similar to that of Erceg, Henderson, and
Levin to address trend instead of cyclical issues. They assume there is trend
productivity growth so that the real wage should rise over time. In a steady
state (balanced growth path), a rising real wage means that the nominal wage
5 There are many other recent papers that study multisector models with nominal rigidities.
They include Mankiw and Reis (2003, to be discussed in the next section), Carlstrom et al. (2006),
Carvalho (2006), and Nakamura and Steinsson (2008).
6 Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000) recognized the generality of this point.
7 Similar reasoning may help to explain Huang and Liu’s (2005) quantitative ﬁndings regard-
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must be rising or nominal prices must be falling. With infrequent adjustment
forbothwagesandprices,anysuchscenarioinvolvesdistortions. Amanoetal.
show that optimal monetary policy involves slight deﬂation so that nominal
wages are rising at a rate lower than real wages—a compromise between
constant wages and constant prices.
Mankiw and Reis (2003) provide a general framework for thinking about
optimalmonetarypolicyinthepresenceofwageandpricestickinessaswellas
sectoralconsiderations. Theyframethemonetarypolicyproblemaschoosing
the appropriate index of prices and wages to stabilize. Consistent with Erceg,
Henderson,andLevin(2000),MankiwandReisﬁndthatnominalwagescarry
large weight in the “price index” that should be stabilized.
Benigno (2004) studies optimal monetary policy in a two-region currency
area. If nominal prices are sticky in both regions and real factors lead to efﬁ-
cient relative price variation across regions, then once again monetary policy
cannot eliminate the real effects of price stickiness. The optimal monetary
policy problem involves trading off price distortions in the two regions.
5. CONCLUSION
If prices or wages are sticky in only one sector of an economy, and if there is
no heterogeneity across regions, then monetary policy can undo the effects of
price stickiness. However, if there is more than one sector with sticky prices,
or if wages and prices are sticky, or if there are heterogeneous regions, then
nominal rigidities cause distortions under any monetary policy.8 I described
several examples of these distortions, emphasizing an underappreciated one,
trending relative prices across sectors.
Macroeconomists are acutely aware of the limited ability of monetary
policy to counteract real distortions that may be present in the economy (for
example, search frictions in labor markets or monopoly power in goods mar-
kets). However, we have been perhaps less modest about the ability of mone-
tary policy to counteract nominal distortions—in particular price adjustment
frictions. A recent literature on monetary policy in multisector models with
price stickiness has served to make us more modest, and this paper aims to
draw attention to that literature.
8 Loyo (2002) points out that if different sectors have different currencies, then nominal rigidi-
ties can be undone. That possibility is intriguing but not currently relevant.232 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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